Social behavior is the natural disposition to interact or associate with one another [1] . Members of a society share information with peers, express emotions, empathize, and maintain a connection with each other through various means of communication. Social behavior itself is complex, yet important, to the health and wellbeing of every individual [2, 3] . Thus, the understanding of social behavior and the mechanisms of its impairment in various disor- 
INTRODUCTION
ders is vital.
Deficits in social behavior can result in lifelong problems, and the disorder most associated with social deficits is autism spectrum disorder (ASD) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Social deficits are mainly described as having less interest in peers, difficulty keeping up with social interactions, and difficulty using verbal and nonverbal communication [11] [12] [13] . The social deficits found in individuals with autism remain difficult to manage, primarily because of limited understanding of the complex mechanisms of social behavior in general. Obviously, the unresolved issue of how to improve social deficits in ASD calls for deeper understanding and research on social behavior as a whole.
The social interaction aspect of social behavior is a common measurement to assess the social impairment criterion relevant to ASD [14] . While the social interaction behavior of humans is generally more broad and complex than that of animals, the use of screening tools to at least partially reflect this behavior in animal models have contributed to the understanding of the underlying mechanisms of social behavior in the brain [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The reciprocal social interaction test and juvenile social play are common measures of direct social interaction in mice [20] . These tests are able to extract the naturalistic social behavior phenotypes of subject mice to a stimulus mouse by direct contact. The types of social behaviors commonly observed have been identified as nose-to-nose or oral-to-oral contact, nose-to-genital or anal sniffing, following, pushing over, and crawling under [21] [22] [23] . The usual set-up of this experiment involves habituating the subject to a new cage-sized arena, with bedding to establish a territory, before introducing the stimulus mouse. In some cases, subjects that have been singly housed could directly be tested with a stimulus mouse in its home cage. The analysis would usually require manual observation of these behaviors and require some level of experience and clarity to measure and quantify the different types of social interaction. A possible confound of direct social interaction is that the stimulus mouse can initiate or avoid interactions with the subject mouse, as it can move freely in the arena [20] . Another variable is the possible occurrence of aggressive behaviors by the subject mouse to the stimulus mouse or vice versa. Thus, the three-chamber social test was developed to potentially address those issues.
The three-chamber sociability and social preference for novelty assays developed by Crawley' s team [24, 25] are frequently used tools to assess the social interaction of subject mice to an enclosed conspecific mouse inside a small wire cage. The main parameter of this test was time spent by the subject mouse in the chamber containing the conspecific stranger in a wire cage, versus the chamber containing an empty wire cage. This test has the advantage of letting the subject initiate the social approach to the enclosed stimulus and prevent aggressive contact. The social preference for novelty test assesses the tendency of the test mouse to explore a more novel mouse over an already familiar one. This has implications for social recognition and aspects of memory, and might be implicated in ASD [26] . While this test is merited as useful and highly controlled, there are aspects of this test which would benefit from a complementary social behavior paradigm. One problematic aspect is the exposure of subject mice to a new environment during the test, which contributes a confounding effect of noveltyinduced behavioral change to the social behavior being measured [27] . Other aspects to improve include the simplicity and time efficiency in performing the test, since the three-chamber social task requires a long trial duration and experimental period for the entire set of mice tested.
The use of a home cage condition is a meaningful tool to assess mouse behaviors in a less stressful and more naturalistic setting [28, 29] . Some researchers have attempted to measure the home cage social behavior of mice between paired cage mates, and compared their sociability in a social interaction test [27] . They found that the paired cage mates in the home cage were more involved in passive social behaviors than active interactions. On the other hand, testing those mice in the three-chamber sociability paradigm, where a novel stimulus mouse was introduced, initiated more active social exploration. This was also true in reciprocal social interaction tasks, social novelty preference tests, and social memory tasks; active social interactions of the subject mouse to a novel stimulus mouse were noted, whilst there was less interaction with a familiar mouse [20, 25, 30] .
In order to unify both social test conditions, the current study aimed to develop a novel social interaction paradigm in a familiar and less stressful environment by testing the group-housed mice in their home cage. The stimulus mouse will be introduced through a wire cage to let the subject mice initiate the social interaction. Our study sought to establish a group-housed type of social interaction test in the home cage of mice to save space and time in terms of maintenance and conducting the experiment itself. These modifications are in contrast to a previous study which first described a modified resident-intruder assay in single-housed animals [31] . Through the use of several mouse models of social deficit, we are able to determine the efficiency of the home cage social interaction test in line with an already established assay. According to the results, this test can promote high throughput testing and can be used as a new screening tool to assess social interaction in a home cage setting simultaneously for group-housed mice. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Three types of animal models were used in this study, and only male mice were used for the experiments. First, the Cntnap2 gene knockout mice (JAX 017482 B6.129(Cg)-Cntnap2tm1Pele/J) were acquired from The Jackson Laboratory (Maine, USA). These mice were bred in the animal facility. The following day after mating, the vaginal plug was checked to designate as E0. Female mice were housed with their litters until the weaning period (P21). To identify the genotype of each animal using PCR, genomic DNA was extracted from the tail at P14. The other two models were drug-induced (NMDA and MK-801 injection) juvenile ICR male mice purchased from Orient Bio Inc. (Korea) at 3 weeks of age and habituated to the lab for at least 5 days before the commencement of behavioral experiments.
All procedures, including animal handling, were in accordance with the approved Animal Care and Use Guidelines of Konkuk University, Korea (KU18054) and were in compliance with the National Institute of Health Guide for the Care of Laboratory Animals (NIH Publications No. 8023, revised 1978). All subjects were housed on a 12:12-h circadian cycle (lights on at 00:00 and off at 12:00), at a constant temperature (22±2℃) and humidity (55±5%), with food and water ad libitum.
Treatments
The N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA, Product No. M3262-1g) and (+)-MK-801 hydrogen maleate (MK-801, Product No. M107-50mg) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and were dissolved in normal saline (0.9% v/v) to be injected via intraperitoneal routes. The volume of injection for each injected drug was 10 ml/kg, while the concentration varied depending on dosage: NMDA solution at 5 mg/ml and MK-801 solution at 0.015 mg/ml. NMDA and MK-801 were injected directly into wild-type juvenile mice at 50 and 0.15 mg/kg, respectively, 30 min before each test. The control groups were given saline as the vehicle.
Behavioral observation
All behavioral experiments were performed during the dark phase from 13:00 to 18:00. Experiments were performed from 3 to 5 weeks of age in ICR mice and from 6 to 7 weeks of age in C57BL/6 mice. Subject mice were habituated in the test room at least 30 min before each actual experiment began. Behavioral experiments were performed under a dim light condition (3 lux, incandescent lamp). In the social tests, the stimulus mice were of the same strain, with no previous encounter with the subject mice, and their weights were lower by an average of 2 g.
Three chamber sociability and social novelty preference tests
The test was performed in three connected rectangular chambers (230×400×220 mm in each compartment). Two openings measuring 9 cm 2 provided access to each compartment. The central compartment was the starting point for each test. Wire cages with 10 cm diameter were placed in the middle of each side compartment. The subject mouse was allowed to roam around the three chambers for 5 minutes as a habituation period. Then, the sociability test commenced by putting the stranger (stimulus) mouse into one of the two wire cages. and the other wire cage was left empty. The subject was then allowed to explore the three chambers for 10 minutes. The experiment operationalized sociability by measuring the time spent by the subject mouse between the empty and stranger wire cage compartments. Immediately after, the social novelty preference test commenced for an additional 10 minutes, where a new stranger (stimulus) mouse was added to the previously empty wire cage, while the previous stranger mouse became the familiar mouse. After the entire trial, the chambers and wire cages were cleaned with 70% ethanol. EthoVision software (EthoVision 3.1, Noldus Information Technology, Netherlands) was linked via an overhead camera and tracked the movement of each subject in every compartment. The duration of stay in each compartment and the duration of stay in the approach area (5 cm around the wire cage) was measured automatically by EthoVision.
Home cage social target interaction test
The subject mice were housed in groups of five in a large home cage (260×420×180 mm) at least 3 days before the test commenced. In most cases, those mice had already been previously housed together in smaller cages but were transferred to a larger one for the test accommodation. Two cages were tested simultaneously per trial, with an opaque cover in between to prevent visual cues from other mice. The wire cage used for the stranger mouse was the same size and dimensions used for the three-chamber social test. An empty wire cage was placed in the middle of each home cage for a 30-minute familiarization period. After this, a stranger mouse was placed in the wire cage, and the behavior of test mice was recorded by an overhead camera for 15 minutes (Fig.  1A) . We ensured that the overhead camera resolution was clear enough (640×480) to capture the sniffing of mice to the wire cage, and we zoomed as close as possible while maintaining a view of the entire cage area. Please refer to the supplementary movie file for the video samples. The sniffing duration to the wire cage was scored manually by a blind observer during the 15-minute trial period. Sniffing was noted when the subject mouse' s nose was in close contact and obviously interacting with the wire cage, where the stimulus mouse was located. Leaning of subject mice toward the wire cage while the nose was pointing somewhere else was not counted as a sniffing behavior. The individual mice in the home cage social interaction tests were tracked based on their tail marks using a dot or line numbering system, where one dot equals to one and so on, and a line represents the number 5. We used a black ink permanent marker (namepen) to mark the tail visibly enough to be seen in the video recordings. In this experiment, the subject mice were housed in groups of five in a modified large home cage (260×420×180 mm). Habituation and testing conditions were similar to those of the home cage social target interaction test. The home cage two-choice sociability and social preference test home cage had a rectangular hole in both distant walls, where the stimulus mouse cages can be attached during the test (Fig. 1B and 1C) . During the housing and maintenance period, the wall openings were covered by a clear plexiglass similar to the home cage material. The stimulus cage (140×140×100 mm) used to house the stranger mouse during the test was made of a transparent polyvinyl chloride that could be tightly attached to the home cage openings. Inside the stimulus cage was a wire mesh located 20 mm from the connection point of the home cage to prevent full body contact between subject and stimulus mice. Before the actual trials, the two empty stimulus cages were attached to the sides of the home cage, and the opening covers removed as it was placed in the experimental area for 30 minutes habituation. Then, a stranger mouse was placed in one of the stimulus cages, while an inanimate object on the other side was used to measure the social interaction in a home cage setting for 15 min (Fig. 1B) . This test was also followed by the social novelty preference test for an additional 15 minutes as a new stimulus (novel) mouse replaced the inanimate object (Fig. 1C) . The whole trial was recorded by an overhead camera for 15 minutes, similar to that of the home cage social target interaction test. In the analysis, the sniffing duration to stimulus cages was measured manually by blind observers during the 15-minute trial period, and each mouse was individually identified through tail markings.
Statistical analysis
All data were presented as the mean±SEM. Statistical analyses were conducted using GraphPad Prism software version 5.03 for Windows. Statistical analyses included a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey post hoc test analysis. Where two variables were compared, two-way ANOVA was used fol- Fig. 2 . Effect on locomotor activity and exploratory behavior of home cage and new cage environment-exposed mice. The distance moved of (A) C57BL/6 mice and (B) ICR mice in the home cage or new bedding+new cage (home cage, n=9, and N+ N=new bedding+new cage, n=9). The frequency (C), accumulated duration (D) and average duration per episode (E) of rearing or leaning toward the cage walls of the home cage and empty cage housed mice during the social interaction test (home cage, n=9 and empty cage, n=10 
RESULTS
Novel environment exposure affects the locomotor and exploratory activity of control mice
To check the effect of novel environment exposure on subject mice, locomotor activity was evaluated. Fifty percent of the animals raised in the same cage were randomly selected and remained in the home cage, whilst the remainder were moved to a new cage with new bedding, and their locomotor activity measured for 25 min.
In C57BL/6 mice, the novel environment conditions (new cage with new bedding) resulted in the mice moving greater distances than in the home cage setting (Fig. 2A, p=0 .0063). The outbred ICR mice in the new cage exposed group also moved a significantly greater distance than those in the home cage tested group (Fig. 2B, p=0.0004 ). This result indicates that exposure to a new environment affects the locomotor activity of mice.
Exploratory behavior (Fig. 2C, 2D and 2E), marked by rearing and leaning toward the cage walls (not including leaning and rearing toward the stimulus wire cage), significantly increased; the frequency and duration of rearing were noted in new empty cageexposed mice compared with the home cage mice. During the 15-min trial, the frequency (Fig. 2C, p=0 .0028), accumulated duration (Fig. 2D, p=0 .0004), and average duration per incidence (Fig. 2E,  p=0 .0232) of rearing significantly increased. This result suggests that the new environment can also affect the exploratory behaviors of mice.
Interaction with a stimulus mouse versus a novel object in the home cage condition
To operationalize the social interaction of subject mice to the stimulus mice in the wire cage by sniffing behavior, we compared the sniffing duration of wild-type mice between two conditions: the presence of a stimulus mouse or a novel inanimate object of a similar size (a Lego ® block -plastic 50×30×60 mm) in the wire cage. We also measured the sniffing time of the empty wire cage during the last 5 minutes of the 30 minute habituation to establish reduced interest in the wire cage prior to the introduction of the stimulus mouse or object. Indeed, the sniffing time of the wire cage during the last 5 minutes of habituation was lower prior to the increased sniffing during the social test (Fig. 3) . In addition, the interaction of subject mice to the stranger in the wire cage is obviously greater than the interaction with a novel object in the wire cage for every time bin during the 15 min trial period.
NMDA-injected mice exhibit reduced social interaction in both three-chamber and home cage social interaction tests
This study used an NMDA-injected model as a pharmacological model of social deficits. In the three-chamber test, the NMDAinjected animals spent significantly less time in the stranger compartment compared to their control counterparts (Fig. 4A,  p=0 .0232). The time spent approaching the stranger mouse was also reduced in NMDA-injected mice compared with control mice (Fig. 4B, p=0.0030) . Meanwhile, the time spent in the center and the empty wire cage compartment (including approach duration) was not different between the NMDA-injected model and control (Fig. 4A, p>0 .05). In the home cage social tests, home cage social target interaction test, and home cage two-choice sociability test, the NMDA-induced model spent less time sniffing the stimulus mouse compared to control counterparts during the entire 15-min trial period ( Fig. 4C and 4D, p<0 .0001 in the home cage social target interaction test, and p=0.0002 in the home cage two-choice sociability test). In addition, there was no difference in the duration of sniffing of the object in the home cage two-choice sociability test (Fig. 4D, p>0.05) .
The home cage two-choice social preference test was established to accommodate a social novelty preference paradigm. In the three-chamber set up of the social novelty preference test, the NMDA-induced model spent significantly reduced time in the novel mouse area (Fig. 4E, p=0 .0390), as well as in the approach . Sociability and social preference determined by time spent in each compartment and approach duration of NMDA-injected mice model in the three-chamber assay and home cage social test. This figure shows the time spent (duration) in each compartment (A) and approach duration (B) of NMDA-injected mice model compared to controls in the three-chamber social test; the time spent (duration) sniffing by NMDA-injected mice models compared to controls in the home cage social target interaction test (C); the home cage two-choice sociability test (D); the social preference test (E~G); the time spent (duration) in each compartment (E) and approach (F) of NMDA-injected mice model compared to controls in the three-chamber social test; sniffing duration in the home cage two-choice social preference test (G). The number of animals per condition was as follows: NMDA and Veh in three-chamber social test, n=28 and n=32, respectively; NMDA and Veh in the home cage social target interaction test, n=15 and n=14, respectively; NMDA and Veh in the home cage two-choice sociability and social preference test, n=10. All data are expressed as the mean±SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, Veh, Vehicle group mice; NMDA, NMDA-injected mice. . Sociability and social preference determined by the time spent in each compartment and approach duration of Cntnap2 knockout mice in the three-chamber assay and home cage social test. This figure shows the time spent (duration) in each compartment (A) and approach duration (B) of Cntnap2 knockout mice compared to controls in the three-chamber social test; the time spent (duration) sniffing by Cntnap2 knockout mice compared to controls in the home cage social target interaction test (C); the home cage two-choice sociability test (D); social preference test (E~G); the time spent (duration) in each compartment (E) and approach duration (F) of Cntnap2 knockout mice compared to control in the three-chamber social test. The time spent (duration) for sniffing by Cntnap2 knockout mice compared to controls in the home cage two-choice social preference test (G). The number of animals per condition is as follows: Cntnap2 KO and WT in three-chamber social test, n=12; Cntnap2 KO and WT in the home cage social target interaction test, n=8 and n=9, respectively; Cntnap2 KO and WT in the home cage two-choice sociability and social preference test, n=11 and n=12. respectively. All data are expressed as the mean±SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, WT, wild-type group mice; Cntnap2 KO, Cntnap2 knockout mice. area (Fig. 4F, p=0 .0416) compared to controls. The compartment itself, and the approach duration to the familiar mouse area were not significantly different from controls ( Fig. 4E and 4F, p>0.05 ). In the home cage two-choice social preference test, NMDA-injected mice spent less time sniffing the novel stimulus mouse (Fig. 4G,  p=0 .0019). However, there was not any significant difference in the sniffing duration of the familiar mouse cage between NMDAtreated and control groups (Fig. 4E, 4F and 4G, p>0.05) . The results show that both three-chamber and home cage social tests can differentiate the social impairment of the NMDA-injected mice from the vehicle-treated mice.
MK-801-injected mice exhibit reduced social interaction in both three-chamber and home cage social interaction tests
MK-801-injected models have previously been used as a pharmacologic or drug-induced model of social deficits [32] . In the three-chamber social test, MK-801-injected mice spent significantly less time in the stranger compartment compared with their control counterparts (Fig. 5A, p=0 .0114), whereas their time spent in the center chamber was greater (Fig. 5A, p=0.0492 ). In addition, the approach duration to the stranger mouse was reduced in the MK-801-injected mice (Fig. 5B, p=0 .0021), while the approach duration to the empty compartment was not statistically different (Fig. 5A , 5B and 5C, p>0.05).
In the home cage social target interaction test, MK-801-injected mice exhibited significantly reduced sniffing duration to the stimulus mouse during the entire 15-min trial period (Fig. 5C,  p=0 .0194). Similarly, in the home cage two-choice sociability test, the MK-801-injected mice demonstrated significantly reduced sniffing duration of the stranger mouse (Fig. 5D, p=0 .0002), with more time spent sniffing the inanimate object versus controls (Fig.  5D, p=0.0156 ).
In the social novelty preference test using the three-chamber setup, the time spent in the novel mouse area and the approach area were significantly reduced in MK-801-injected mice (Fig. 5E,  p=0.0065; Fig. 5F, p=0.0003, respectively) . In contrast, there were no significant differences in the time spent in the center and familiar compartments, as well as its approach area (Fig. 5E, p>0.05 ; Fig. 5F , p>0.05, respectively). In the home cage two-choice social preference test, MK-801-injected mice spent less time sniffing the novel stimulus mouse than control mice (Fig. 5G, p=0 .0029), whereas there was no significant difference in the sniffing duration of the familiar mouse cage (Fig. 5G, p>0.05) . The results show that both three-chamber and home cage social tests can differentiate the social impairment of the MK-801-injected mice from the vehicle-treated mice.
Cntnap2 gene knockout mice exhibit reduced social interaction in both the three-chamber and home cage social interaction test
Cntnap2 knockout (KO) mice were used as a genetic model of social deficit [33] . In the three-chamber social test, Cntnap2 KO mice spent less time in the stranger compartment than wild-type mice (Fig. 6A, p=0.0008) . Moreover, the time spent in the center and empty compartments was greater than controls (Fig. 6A,  p=0 .0003 in the center compartment and p=0.0356 in the empty compartment). In addition, the approach duration to the stranger mouse was reduced in Cntnap2 KO mice (Fig. 6B, p<0.0001) , while the approach duration to the empty wire cage was not significantly different (Fig. 6B, p>0.05 ). Both the home cage social target interaction test and the home cage two-choice sociability test revealed significantly reduced sniffing duration by Cntnap2 KO mice of the stranger mouse ( Fig. 6C and 6D, p=0 .0002 in the home cage social target interaction test and 0.0023 in the home cage two-choice sociability test). Also, the Cntnap2 KO mice displayed reduced sniffing duration of the wire cage of the novel object in the home cage two-choice sociability test (Fig. 6D, p=0.0201 ).
In the social novelty preference test using the three-chamber set up, the Cntnap2 KO mice spent less time in the novel mouse compartment and more time in the center compartment than the wildtype mice (Fig. 6E, p=0 .0218 in novel mouse compartment and p=0.0002 in the center compartment). Furthermore, the Cntnap2 KO mice spent less time in the approach area of the novel mouse (Fig. 6F, p=0 .0047). The home cage two-choice social preference test also revealed reduced sniffing duration of the novel mouse by the Cntnap2 KO mice (Fig. 6G, p=0 .0263). Nevertheless, there was no significant difference in sniffing of the familiar mouse between the Cntnap2 KO and wild-type mice (Fig. 6G, p>0.05) . The results show that both the three-chamber and home cage social tests can differentiate the social impairment of a mutant mouse model (Cntnap2 KO) from wild-type mice.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we established a modified method to quantify the sociability and preference for social novelty of mice in a home cage setting using ethological measurement i.e., sniffing of a stimulus mouse inside a wire cage. This method follows the principle of initiating the social interaction or approach by the subject, and not the stimulus mouse, by simply measuring their social interaction ability [25] . In addition, the classic method can be benefitted or improved by a more sensitive measure of social behavior in a less stressful and more naturalistic environment [28, 29, 34, 35] . Thus, the current proposition arose from the hypothesis that factors Home Cage Social Interaction Test of environmental novelty could induce some masking of social behaviors by novelty-seeking or increased exploratory behaviors. In addition, the classic three-chamber assay exposes the grouphoused mice into isolation-induced behaviors during the test [26, 36] . The differential time points of the experiment for each subject and for each group, which makes the complete experimental period time-consuming, is also an element that needs to be considered.
The current social interaction methods used in the home cage setting could address these issues. First, the group-housed mice can be tested together in their home environment in a time-efficient manner. During the direct observation of social behaviors, all cage mates can serve as subject mice at the same time -they each have equal opportunity to interact with the stimulus mice. The round design and placement of the wire cage in the center of the cage (in the home cage social target interaction test) during the test makes it possible for each mouse to sniff the cage at the same time. In addition, we designed the opening to the caged stimulus mouse in the home cage two-choice sociability and social preference test to have sufficient space for at least five mice to sniff at the same time. This allows high throughput screening of behaviors simultaneously for various subjects. Secondly, the element of having a familiar environment allows subject mice to focus more on the novel stimulus, and less on exploring other areas. According to our results, as well as in previous studies, testing the subject mice' s social interaction in a novel environment, that is, a new cage, increases their locomotor or exploratory activities [37] and reduces their sniffing duration of the stranger mice compared to home cage tested mice. In other cases, some rodents also develop anxiety-related behaviors such as freezing, grooming, and thigmotaxis [38] . These behaviors could directly affect the interest of new cage tested mice in interacting with a stranger mouse. The other novel factors in this test, aside from the stimulus mouse, are the wire cage where the stimulus mouse is enclosed, and the mounting of home cages in the testing area. Both of these factors benefitted from a 30 min habituation period, where it was shown that the interest of subject mice in the introduced wire cage decreases over time (familiarization). This then allows the initiation of novelty-induced interest in the stranger mouse thereafter. The reason for using a stranger stimulus mouse over a familiar mouse is the reduced active social interactions observed between cage mates [27] . Thus, in order to avoid the novelty-induced factor, a home cage setting is of good use for the study of social interaction in mice. Also, individual behaviors of mice can be affected by the circadian rhythm during the time of testing, and so the testing of mice in groups addresses this time difference issue.
The home cage social interaction tests assess the sociability or social preference of subject mice to the stimulus mouse through the measurement of sniffing duration of the wire cage. Technically, the type or aspect of social behavior we are measuring in this new configuration is identical to the three-chamber social test, except that we used the entire set of cage mates simultaneously and in their home cage while the test was being performed. The threechamber social test mainly compares the sociability or social preference of subject mice by measuring the time spent by the subject mouse in each chamber during the 10 min trial period. In some cases, the sniffing of the wire cage by a manual observer or the time spent in a specified interaction/approach zone in close proximity to the wire cage were also presented [26, 39] . In the home cage social interaction test, we measured social interaction based only on the sniffing duration of the wire cage. Although there may be a slight difference in the parameters, depending on what other researchers use for the three-chamber social assay, both this and the home cage social interaction tests assess the sociability or the social preference of mice, given that the direct measurement of sniffing duration is more specific and ethological.
It should be noted that during the test, we did not observe any social aggression of the subject mice toward each other, as most of them were preoccupied interacting with the stimulus mouse. We also used adolescent mice (from 3~7 weeks) for this test, which is relevant to social deficit disorders such as autism. At these ages, aggressive behaviors were less frequently observed. Another concern of group testing the mice in the home cage social interaction test is that each mouse might affect or dilute the behaviors of other mice during the experiment. However, it was previously reported that group-housed mice with an identified social hierarchy also differed in behavior performance, even in some individualized tests [40] . Thus, whether we use individual or group testing, the innate propensity of each mouse based on the social hierarchy and many other factors will still influence the behavior performance in any test.
Based on our results, while the three-chamber assay reveals the reduction of social behaviors in the three ASD models used (based on their time spent in chamber and approach duration parameters), the home cage social interaction test can similarly demonstrate and complement those differences. To rule out whether the social behavior of mice in group-testing may affect the individual behavior of those mice, we performed preliminary experiments by mixing wild-type and KO mice. Based on the available number of animals, we housed one Cntnap2 KO mouse together with three wild-type mice, and three Cntnap2 KO mice together with one wild-type mouse to compare their social performance in the home cage social interaction test. reduced social sniffing to the wire cage compared to the vehicletreated mice (data not shown). The use of the three-chamber assay, or any other type of social test, as the lone basis for the conclusion that a certain mouse model is socially impaired or not, might give room for errors and false negative results. Indeed, a few studies that have introduced or established a new model of autistic behaviors have shown no difference in the three-chamber assay parameters, but had an obvious difference in other social related tests, such as juvenile social play or reciprocal social interactions [41] . Therefore, it is recommended that a series of behavior assays, especially including more naturalistic home cage settings to assess the social behavior repertoire of mice models with social deficiency, would be optimal to draw conclusions. It should be noted that our new methodology did not try to compare to the three-chamber analysis as more effective in terms of social impairment outcomes. Our purpose is to present a new method of social behavior test that is quick and easy to perform for high throughput screening purposes.
The home cage social interaction test is useful in screening the validity of new models of ASD. In addition, it can serve as a complementary and supplementary method to already established social paradigms, with the advantage of a naturalistic environment and the ability to test the subjects simultaneously in groups. Furthermore, this task can be an effective tool as a high throughput screening for new drug candidates to treat social deficits, and to screen out pharmacological models of social deficits relevant to neurodevelopmental disorders like ASD. Interestingly, this study also showed that both increased excitatory signaling (i.e., the NMDA induced model) or decreased excitatory signaling (i.e., the Cntnap2 KO and MK-801-injected models) cause social deficits in the home cage social interaction paradigm, which suggests that this method can be a versatile behavioral analysis tool to screen out ASD animal models with different etiological backgrounds. Therefore, we suggest the addition of home cage social test paradigms to screen out models of social behavior deficiency more efficiently and meaningfully.
